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Reflecting on this moment



The Cancer of Civic Decline
Poor public processes…public expectations for meaningful participation 
unmet…conflict and civic frustration…loss of trust…apathy and declining 
participation by general public…dominance of extreme/activist voices and 
narrow interests…decline of civil dialogue…politicization and personalization 
of conflict…state of distrust, conflict, uncivil dialogue….government fear of 
public participation, civic anger…cannibalization of democracy…less 
participatory processes…increasing civic anger…loss of community and 
social capital…loss of faith in democratic institutions…loss of participatory 
traditions…loss of healthy democracy.



Reading the Headlines today is revealing
“When Community Engagement Becomes Too Much,” Governing 
“Community Input is bad, Actually,” The Atlantic
“Free speech or out of order? As meetings grow wild, officials try to tame 
public comment,” The Washington Post
“Why Participatory Planning Fails (and How to Fix It)”, Next City
“Public Meetings are Broken: Here’s How to Fix Them,”Curbed
“The People vs. Big Development,” New York Times
“Americans are in a Golden Age of Yelling at Their Local Representatives,” 
Slate



The democratic professional
“Democratic professionals are those who not only 
see their work as contributing to a larger public good, 
but who also learn how to be responsive to ordinary 
citizens, to co-produce knowledge with communities 
so that professional expertise can be fruitfully 
combined with local insight, and to collaborate with 
them to solve public problems. Since virtually all 
institutional systems in our complex society today 
depend upon high levels of expertise, democratic 
professionals are essential to a robust civic 
democracy.” 



Birmingham, Alabama - 2011



Citizen Architects’ holistic involvement



Public Sector Impact
“A few days ago, Mayor Bell of Birmingham gave welcoming remarks at our 
Alabama AIA state convention, and his comments centered on this work. 
Wow. Mayor Bell got the message about the value of design for the public. 
Not only did he appreciate the outcome of the work, but he praised the impact 
of good design on our communities and expressed fervent appreciation of the 
work we architects do. We could not have written a script more 
complimentary. The real value of this design assistance effort is a renewed 
credibility of our profession and a commitment for future collaboration. These 
AIA dollars were a great investment.”– AIA National Board Member, 2013



Citizen Architects Changing the Game in Tampa
-Urban Charrette forms

-Hosts AIA SDAT Project

-Conducts dozens of 
tactical projects, processes, 
and conversations

-Plans lead to billions of 
investment and physical 
change, position UC 
Members for positions of 
influence



A ‘guerilla movement’ of democratic professionals
“Urban Charrette can seem like a guerrilla movement in 
its approach to influencing urban development, 
compared to the usual process of meetings, hearings 
and deals between politicians, officials and developers 
that often take place in paneled and upholstered 
chambers.” -83 Degrees



They dramatically influenced city’s direction



Citizen Architects Establishing a Civic Culture in Nashville
Urban Design Forums – 1990s

East Nashville  R/UDAT – 1998

Civic Design Center – late 1990s

Plan of Nashville – 2004

20 years of resurgence



Philadelphia, PA: Citizen Architects at the forefront
-1990 R/UDAT process
-Community Design Collaborative: 
“Founded in 1991 as a pilot program of AIA 
Philadelphia, the Collaborative is an 
independent 501(c)3 nonprofit organization 
with a network of over 1,000 volunteers. 
Together, our volunteer design professionals 
and nonprofit partners have invested more 
than 100,000 hours in strengthening 
neighborhoods through over 600 community 
design projects.”
-Civic Vision for the Delaware
-Great Expectations Process
-Nutter Administration successes



Dublin, Ireland





Two years later… “Business group Dublin Town and 
the American Institute of Architects are behind plans 
to boost the historic district, writes Michael Cogley”
"There is a huge appetite between 
developers in the area, which 
nobody wanted to invest in for 
years…If you got in a time capsule 
and got out in 2025, you would be 
witnessing a very different area.” 



Portland: “The Story of a Vision Come to Life”
“a largely forgotten part of Portland’s 
past became an urban icon of living 
unlike anything the country had ever 
seen: A unique blend of verve and 
vibrancy, with more than a passing 
nod to Portland’s uncommon brand of 
originality. Today, the Pearl District 
has earned a worldwide reputation for 
urban renaissance.” - Pearl District 
narrative



Global Ripple Effects



Imagine what an integrated national process would do!
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